
Wood curb,
10" nominal height

Cant strip, set in bitumen
or nailed

 

Wood blocking, secured to
deck with appropriate
fasteners, match the
insulation thickness

Metal sleeve where required
(Insulate void for cold pipes)

High temperature 
Elastomeric sealant
if not welded

Draw band or weld the
umbrella to stack

Metal umbrella
(Rain collar or storm collar)

Seal top of flashing with
fabric tape and sealant

Counterflashing fastened
approx. 12" o.c. with a
minimum of 3 per side

Removable counterflashing

Fasteners approx. 8" o.c.

Modified bitumen or asphalt
bleed out at edges

Rounded corners

BITEC modified bitumen base
flashing with 8" min. height
above roof surface

BITEC modified bitumen field
membrane with optional
surfacing or coating. Extend
4" min. above cant

Base sheet or modified
bitumen base as required,
extend 2" min. above cant

Note
This detail allows the opening to be
completed before the stack is placed. The
metal sleeve and the clearance necessary will
depend on the temperature of the material handled
by the stack.

4" m
in.

Roof
insulation

Custom-fitted
sheet metal hood

Custom-fitted sheet metal
or flex-tube collar

Slope pipes down away from
hood when possible.
(See insert for drip ring)

BITEC modified bitumen base
flashing with 8" min. height
above roof surface

Fasteners approx. 12" o.c.
with min. 2 per side

Fasteners approx. 8" o.c.
at base flashing

Rounded corners

Modified bitumen or asphalt
bleed out at edges

BITEC modified bitumen
field membrane with optional 
surfacing or coating. 
Extend 4" min. above cant

Base sheet or modified
bitumen base as required,
extend 2" min. above cant

Insulate inside of metal
work in cold climate

Cant strip, set in bitumen
or nailed

Wood blocking, secure to
deck with appropriate

fasteners, match
insulation thickness

Note:
This detail shows another
method of eliminating pitch pockets
and a satisfactory method of grouping
piping that must come above the roof surface

DRIP RING DETAIL
Metal
drip ring

Sealant

Solder or sealant

4" m
in.

Roof
insulation

30. Hot Stack Flashing Curb

31. Piping Through Roof Deck
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